Abstract. In the scope of the European project Hydroptimet, INTERREG IIIB-MEDOCC programme, limited area model (LAM) intercomparison of intense events that produced many damages to people and territory is performed. As the comparison is limited to single case studies, the work is not meant to provide a measure of the different models' skill, but to identify the key model factors useful to give a good forecast on such a kind of meteorological phenomena. This work focuses on the Spanish flash-flood event, also known as "Montserrat-2000" event.
The study is performed using forecast data from seven operational LAMs, placed at partners' disposal via the Hydroptimet ftp site, and observed data from Catalonia rain gauge network. To improve the event analysis, satellite rainfall estimates have been also considered.
For statistical evaluation of quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs), several non-parametric skill scores based on contingency tables have been used. Furthermore, for each model run it has been possible to identify Catalonia regions affected by misses and false alarms using contingency table elements. Moreover, the standard "eyeball" analysis of forecast and observed precipitation fields has been supported by the use of a state-of-the-art diagnostic method, the contiguous rain area (CRA) analysis. This method allows to quantify the spatial shift forecast error and to identify the error sources that affected each model forecasts.
High-resolution modelling and domain size seem to have a key role for providing a skillful forecast. Further work is needed to support this statement, including verification using a wider observational data set.
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Introduction
Intense hydro-meteorological events can be the cause of many different risk conditions for society and territory. Advances in the forecasting capabilities and increased understanding of such phenomena can be achieved by the optimization of the current hydro-meteorological forecasting techniques. In particular, a strong exchange among deterministic case-study research, real-time monitoring of local observation data and the use of statistical and diagnostic methodologies for forecasting model validation and intercomparison is required.
In this context, the activity of the EU project Hydroptimet (INTERREG IIIB-MEDOCC programme) had as focal points the improvement of the hydro-meteorological forecasting methodologies and the knowledge exchange among project partners. With these objectives in mind, four case studies of intense hydro-meteorological events, which affected in the recent past the north-western Mediterranean area causing many damages, have been selected. In fact, these events, which had different physical and meteorological characteristics, had been chosen to perform an intercomparison study using the numerical model forecasts available at partners' centers.
Among the four selected case studies, this work focuses on the "Montserrat-2000" flash-flood event occurred on 9-10 June 2000 in northeastern Iberian Peninsula (Llasat et al., 2003) . The case study has been chosen for its characteristics: a flash-flood event due to a mesoscale Mediterranean cyclone, with primary role played by the mesoscale forcing mechanisms typically acting in the Mediterranean Basin (dynamical forcing enhanced by orography and wet processes).
Precipitation forecast fields of seven hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic limited area models (LAMs) have been compared Llasat et al., 2003) .
with the precipitations observed at Catalonia rain gauge stations. The selected models have different horizontal grid size, ranging from 2 km to 10 km. As the intercomparison results could be affected by the grid size differences, a remapping procedure (Accadia et al., 2003; Baldwin, 2000) has also been applied to perform an intercomparison on a common 10-km grid. This grid-to-grid transformation has been preferred to other techniques, since it conserves, to a desired degree of accuracy, the total forecast precipitation of the native grid.
Model validation, both in a statistical (i.e., non-parametric skill scores; contingency table element analysis) and in a deterministic (i.e., "eyeball" verification, quantitative comparison of observed and forecast fields over hydrological basins; object-oriented analysis) approach, has been performed. Such a single-case investigation could provide insight on physical mechanisms related to forecast errors, thus giving hints about eventual drawbacks of the models and possible strategies for their improvement.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the "Montserrat-2000" event. Section 3 describes observed and forecast precipitation datasets. Statistical and deterministic methodologies are presented in Sect. 4. Results are described in Sect. 5. Conclusions and final remarks are in Sect. 6.
Event description
The selected case study occurred in Catalonia (Spain; see Fig. 1 for geographical details) on 9-10 June 2000. The maximum rainfall was recorded over the Llobregat basin ( Fig. 1) , on the Montserrat Mountain, with 224 mm, more than 80% recorded in less than 6 h. As a consequence of this heavy and sudden rainfall, some flash floods were produced in different Llobregat tributaries and wadis that are normally dry.
A similar problem arose over the Tarragona coast ( Fig. 1) , where some wadis that cross the Vendrell village were overflowed producing great damages, due to the heavy rainfalls along all its way, with a maximum of 134 mm over the nearest mountains in less than 3 h. Those rainfalls were produced by a squall line that moved slowly from the SW to the NE, remaining stationary over different places for two hours or more. Then the system, composed of different convective cells, remained over the Tarragona basins between 12 p.m. and 3 a.m. local time, and over the mountains of the center of Catalonia (mainly over the Montserrat Mountain) between 4 a.m. and 7 a.m. local time.
The meteorological analysis showed a great convective instability in low levels due to the presence of very wet and warm air, favored by the previous anticyclonic situation and a warm advection from the South. A surface low placed in front of Catalonia gave the necessary water vapor convergence and triggered the first vertical movements, which were strengthened by the orography. The flow from the SE that impinged perpendicularly over some mountain ranges helped the vertical forcing.
In the medium and high troposphere a cold depression from the NW had moved the previous day over the Iberian Peninsula, reaching the Catalonia region at 9 p.m. local time. Then, an overlapping between this cold depression and the surface low was produced, favoring the instability development. The radiosounding ascents corroborated this situation; the Convective Available Potential Energy was of 1866 J/kg (9 June, 12 a.m. GMT) over Palma de Mallorca (the Barcelona radiosounding did not reach 500 hPa due to the strong wind). It is important to remind that values above 1500 J/kg reveal a great possibility of having severe weather or strong rainfalls.
In this event, heavy rainfalls and strong winds (severe weather) were produced over Catalonia. The windstorm affected mainly the city of Barcelona.
Models and datasets

The selected models
The simulations were performed using the following limited area models: -the Lokal Modell (LM) from Agenzia Regionale Prevenzione e Ambiente of Emilia-Romagna regionServizio Idro Meteo (ARPA-SIM).
Models are non-hydrostatic, excepted BOLAM and QBO-LAM, with horizontal grid size ranging from 2 km to 10 km, and domain size covering from Catalonia to the Mediterranean Basin (Fig. 2) . The models also differ for the parameterization schemes employed, and about initial and boundary conditions. In the operational configuration, these are provided by ECMWF analysis and forecast for all models, except LM (DWD data) and MM5 (NCEP data).
However, for the Hydroptimet case studies, LM and MM5 simulations have been also performed using ECMWF data as initial and boundary conditions. Most of the models are initialized with the 00:00 UTC ECMWF analysis of day 9 June, and take boundary conditions from the ECMWF forecast initialized with the same analysis. The ISAC model chain differs, since boundary conditions are taken from the ECMWF forecast started from the 12:00 UTC analysis of day 8 June. These are also the boundary conditions for QBOLAM run, but in this case the lower-resolution run is started 12 h in advance, using 12:00 UTC ECMWF analysis of day 8 June as initial condition (cf. Table 1 ).
For each model only one run, starting from 00:00 UTC, 9 June 2000, is included in the intercomparison. Forecast range is 36 h, except QBOLAM whose forecast range is 48 h. Nevertheless, for the intercomparison study only the first 36 h of the QBOLAM simulation are considered here.
3.1.1 BOLAM-ISAC and MOLOCH BOLAM, used for scientific purposes at ISAC-CNR, is a primitive equation, sigma-coordinate, hydrostatic model, with wind components, potential temperature, specific humidity and surface pressure as dependent variables. Variables are distributed on a non-uniformly spaced Lorenz grid. The horizontal discretization uses geographical coordinates, with latitudinal rotation on an Arakawa C-grid. Time integration is based on a split-explicit integration scheme (Malguzzi and Tartaglione, 1999) . This model version implements a Forward-Backward (FB) time integration scheme (Mesinger, 1977) for the term describing gravity waves and a Weighted Average Flux (WAF) scheme for the three-dimensional advection. A detailed description of the dynamics and numerical schemes can be found in Buzzi and Foschini (2000) .
The water cycle for stratiform precipitation is described by means of five prognostic variables (cloud ice, cloud water, rain, snow, graupel), with a simplified approach similar to that proposed by Schultz (1995) . Deep convection is parameterized using the Kain-Fritsch (1990) convective scheme with some modifications, including those suggested by Spencer and Stensrud (1998) to improve the effect of the downdraft. The Ritter-Geleyn (1992) scheme is employed for parameterization of radiation. The orography used in the simulations is derived from interpolation and smoothing of the 1-km resolution GLOBE Digital Elevation Model.
In the 36-h coarse-resolution Spanish run (160×160 grid points with spacing of 0.2 • in rotated coordinates and 38 vertical levels) the initial condition is supplied from the ECMWF analysis at 00:00 UTC, 9 June 2000, while boundary conditions are supplied from ECMWF forecasts from 12:00 UTC of the day before (12:00 UTC, 8 June 2000). Sequential self-nesting has been employed for the highresolution experiment run, with grid spacing of 0.06 • (see Table 1) .
MOLOCH is a non-hydrostatic high-resolution model that integrates the fully compressible set of equations with prognostic variables (pressure, temperature, humidity, horizontal and vertical velocity components) represented on the lat-lon rotated, Arakawa C-grid (Table 1) . Hybrid terrain following coordinates, relaxing smoothly to horizontal surfaces away from the earth surface, are employed. Model dynamics is integrated in time with an implicit scheme for the vertical propagation of sound waves, while explicit, time-split schemes are implemented for the remaining terms. Threedimensional advection is computed using the WAF scheme. Horizontal fourth order diffusion and divergence damping are included to prevent energy accumulation on the shorter space scales. Some physical schemes (radiation, surface turbulent fluxes and vertical diffusion, soil water and energy balances) are provisionally similar to those of BOLAM, while the microphysical scheme is new and partly based on the parameterization proposed by Drofa (2003) . The physical processes determining the time tendency of specific humidity, cloud water/ice and precipitating water/ice are divided into "fast" and "slow" ones. Fast processes involve transformations between specific humidity and cloud quantities and are computed every advection time step. Fall of precipitation is computed, as a slow process, with the stable and dispersive backwardupstream scheme with fall velocities depending on concentration. Temperature is updated by imposing exact entropy conservation at constant pressure. The parameterization of the dry and moist convective adjustment is not considered, allowing the model to explicitly simulate atmospheric convection.
The model performance was evaluated by simulating some Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) case studies (Buzzi et al., 2004) , characterized by heavy precipitation. MOLOCH is nested into the higher resolution BOLAM simulations, with lateral boundary values updated every hour (cf. Table 1 ).
BOLAM-SAR
Also for the Sardinia Meteorological Service (SAR), numerical simulation of the selected case studies have been carried out using a version of the limited area model BO-LAM, which is operationally used at SAR. As mentioned above, BOLAM is a primitive equation model resolved on a horizontal Arakawa C grid (rotated) and on vertical sigma levels (cf. Table 1 ). Time integration and parameterization schemes are the same as in BOLAM-ISAC, except for time integration of horizontal and vertical advection terms, which is accomplished with a Forward-Backward Advection Scheme (FBAS; Malguzzi and Tartaglione, 1999) instead of WAF.
For each case study two runs of the model are performed. The first run is obtained through a direct nesting of the 0.18 • BOLAM into the ECMWF global model. The second run is obtained nesting the 0.05 • BOLAM into the 0.18 • BO-LAM using the aforementioned output as initial and boundary conditions. Moreover, two simulations have been done for the Spanish case changing the initial condition.
Firstly, in the 0.18 • BOLAM the initial condition is supplied from the ECMWF analysis at 12:00 UTC of 8 June 2000. Thus, for the 0.05 • BOLAM the initial condition is the 12 h BOLAM father forecast. Unfortunately, from this analysis the "Montserrat-2000" event was not forecast.
For the second experiment, the 0.18 • BOLAM the initial condition is supplied from the ECMWF analysis at 00:00 UTC of 9 June 2000 and the initial condition for the 0.05 • BOLAM is now the 0.18 • BOLAM father analysis (cf. Table 1 ). From this analysis the "Montserrat-2000" event was forecast, but underestimated. This simulation is the one included in the intercomparison.
Lokal Modell
LM, the LAM of the Consortium for Small-scale Modelling (COSMO), is the meteorological model used by ARPA-SIM. LM, originally developed at the DWD (Offenbach, Germany), is based on the primitive hydro-thermodynamical equations describing compressible non-hydrostatic flow in a moist atmosphere without any scale approximations. The use of non-hydrostatic compressible (i.e. unfiltered) dynamical equations allows to avoid restrictions on the spatial scales and on the domain size. The equation of the vertical moment is not approximate, so that it can describe much better those phenomena for which it is important to take into account the vertical velocity (for example convective storms, sea and mountain breezes). The basic equations are written in advection form and the continuity equation is replaced by a prognostic equation for the perturbation pressure (i.e. the deviation of pressure from the reference state). The model equations are solved numerically using the traditional finite difference method.
The meteorological center of Emilia-Romagna, ARPA-SIM, has been using LM as the operational forecast model since 2001; LM is run twice a day (at 00:00 UTC and 12:00 UTC) for 72 h with a spatial horizontal resolution of 7 km and 35 levels in the vertical. The initial and boundary conditions for LM are obtained by interpolating respectively the values of the analysis and of the forecasts supplied by the global model of the DWD (one-way nesting). The boundary conditions are provided to the LAM every hour. Mesoscale data assimilation is also applied, using a nudging technique.
LM simulations of the Hydroptimet case studies have been run in a slightly different configuration (cf. Table 1 ). The initial conditions and the boundary conditions have been supplied by the global model of ECMWF. The model has been run at two horizontal resolutions, 7 and 2.8 km. The 7-km LM is nested on the ECMWF global model, while the 2.8-km version of LM is nested on the 7-km one. The initial and boundary conditions for the 2.8-km run are, then, provided by the 7-km run of LM. Both the 7-km and the 2.8-km LM simulations use the Tiedtke parametrisation scheme for cumulus convection.
MM5
MM5 model is running for research purposes at the UIBMeteorological Group. Usually, the NCEP grid analyses, with a horizontal resolution of 2.5 • (in latitude-longitude coordinates), are employed at UIB to initialize the model and provide boundary conditions. The MM5 model grid is defined using the Lambert-Conformal Map Projection and therefore the NCEP analyses are interpolated on the MM5 grid.
Three mesoscale domains, interacting which each other, have been defined. For each domain, the origin of the coordinates is situated in the down-left corner of the grid. The grid size spacing is 54 km (domain 1), 18 km (domain 2) and 6 km (domain 3), each with 82 grid points both in longitude and latitude direction and 24 vertical levels. The ratio between the size of one domain and its outer domain is 3:1, because a two-way interaction it has been applied. In fact, the 18-km MM5 is two-way nested to the 54-km MM5, and the 6-km MM5 is two-way nested to the 18-km MM5
The outer domain (domain 1) is centered in the northeast of Spain at geographical coordinate (39.0 • N, 0.0 • E) and measures 4374×4374 km. Domain 2 is approximately centered over the Catalonia region, whereas the inner domain (domain 3) is approximately centered over Tarragona (see Fig. 2 for the 6-km domain extension).
For the control experiments, it has been used NCEP analysis every 12 h (initial conditions and the rest of the time steps). The 54-km MM5 outputs are every 6 h, whilst for the other two domains outputs are every 3 h. Moreover, full physics is used and a Kain-Fritsch scheme is applied to parameterize convection for the first domain, whereas no convective parameterization is present over the two inner domains.
Simulations using analysis and forecasts of the ECMWF have been also run, but results are not so good as those of the control experiment. This model configuration is used for the intercomparison study. The 54-km MM5 is initialized with ECMWF analysis at 00:00 UTC of 9 June 2000 and ECMWF forecast every 6 h as initial and boundary conditions, respectively (cf. Table 1 ).
QBOLAM
QBOLAM is a parallel version of the hydrostatic, primitiveequation, atmospheric limited area model BOLAM (Buzzi et al., 1994) implemented on a 128-processor QUADRICS APE-100 machine. It runs operationally at APAT in Rome, as a part of POSEIDON sea wave and tidal forecasting system (Speranza et al., 2004) , which includes also a WAve Model (WAM), a Princeton Ocean Model (POM) nested on a Finite Element Model of the Venice Lagoon (VL-FEM) in cascade with the QBOLAM output.
Equations are discretized on a horizontal Arakawa-C grid, rotated in order to minimize grid anisotropy (Buzzi et al., 1998) , and on a vertical sigma-level Lorenz (1960) scheme. As in BOLAM-SAR, the integration scheme employs FB to describe gravity waves and FBAS for the horizontal and vertical advection terms. A fourth-order diffusion and a secondorder divergence damping are also applied.
Due to massive parallelization issues, some parameterization schemes are simpler than in other BOLAM versions: they include analytic formulae (Louis et al., 1982) , based on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, to represent boundarylayer fluxes; a simplified radiation scheme (Page, 1986; Ruti et al., 1997) ; convection parameterization based on the Kuo (1974) scheme. A three-layer soil model provides lower boundary conditions.
For the case-study simulations, the operational configuration is used. The model is run on two one-way nested grids. The outer grid (162×98 points) has a horizontal spacing of 0.3 • in rotated coordinates, centered at the point of geographical coordinate (38.5 • N, 12.5 • E), with an approximate extension of 5300×3200 km, and 40 vertical sigma levels. Initial conditions are provided by ECMWF analysis; boundary conditions are given by the ECMWF forecast initialized with the same analysis.
The inner domain (386×210 points) has a horizontal spacing of 0.1 • with an approximate extension of 4300×2300 km (the other parameters are the same as above). The operational, 60-h run starts daily with the 12:00 UTC analysis; however, the inner domain run starts 12 h later (spinup time) so that the higher resolution run has a 48-h forecast range, starting from 00:00 UTC of the day after the analysis. This run design was preserved in the case-study experiments.
RAMS
The RAMS model, operating at LaMMA since 1999 (Pasqui et al., 2000) integrates standard non-hydrostatic Reynoldsaveraged primitive equations, compressible and time-split on a horizontal rotated (polar-stereographic transformation) and a vertical terrain-following coordinate. The physical package of the model describes an atmospheric turbulent diffusion processes according with the Mellor-Yamada scheme, a cloud microphysics parameterization, a modified KainFritsch type cumulus parameterization, the Harrington radiative transfer parameterization short and long wave scheme and the Land Ecosystem Atmosphere Feedback (LEAF) scheme for soil-vegetation-atmosphere energy and moisture exchanges.
The cloud microphysics scheme (Walko et al., 1995; Meyers et al., 1997 ) is a bulk microphysics representation of each hydrometeor category. This physics-based scheme emphasizes individual microphysical processes rather than the statistical end result of atmospheric systems; it is suitable to be applied to any kind of cloud (convective, stratiform, tropical etc.). The surface model (LEAF; Walko et al., 2000) evaluates fluxes of energy, water vapor, and momentum between atmosphere and surface solving heat and water balance equations for multiple soil layers, multiple snow cover layers, vegetation, and canopy air. LEAF uses a mosaic approach to subdivide each surface grid cell into multiple land use types or "patches". The LEAF model includes the effects of freezing and melting, the temporary water and snow cover, the vegetation and the canopy air. The precipitation produced by both convective parameterization and bulk microphysical scheme, within the column grid, falls down on the vegetation coverage, producing a moisture fluxes and energy due to the different hydrometeors.
The simulation design is based on a two nested grids configuration at 8 and 2 km of grid spacing, respectively. Sixhourly ECMWF global model analysis fields provide both initial and boundary conditions on the outer grid, using both a lateral nudging, on a strong 6 h time scale, and a innerdomain light nudging on a 12 h time scale. This sort of "spectral nudging technique" is aimed to force the model with analyzed fields and, at the same time, let it develop its own dynamics in the domain far from lateral boundaries. Then, outer grid forecast provides one-way forcing for the 2-km grid spacing inner domain. Boundary conditions are provided every 1 h only with a lateral nudging.
Over both grids, 36 vertical levels are present, with a stretched resolution from 50 m, near the surface, to 1100 m (cf. Table 1 ). In order to provide a better description of airsea fluxes, observed weekly sea surface temperature fields at 9 km of resolution from AVHRR (NOAA) have been used. Initial soil temperature and moisture are set accordingly to available observed data for the interest period. A special precipitation microphysical scheme setting, originally developed in the Hydroptimet framework, has been used: as one of the most critical microphysics scheme parameters is the "cloud condensations nuclei" (CCN) concentration for each hydrometeor categories, a special set-up has been chosen according to the mean total dust load, over the area, described by the Aerosol Index from TOMS satellite. In details, we define over the interest area three different dust load concentration, namely low, moderate and high, with respect to the TOMS AI observed values. These conditions are direct linked with the CCN concentration. For each reference dust load condition we provide "the best choice", of microphysical parameter settings for the RAMS simulation, obtained through analyzed case studies simulations (see for details Pasqui et al., 2004) . Because not only the CCN concentration has a direct impact on precipitation, a "best" shape size distribution choice for each hydrometeors categories has been provided as well.
Observed and forecast datasets
The verification data set includes 5-min rain gauge observed precipitations over Catalonia, 30-min satellite data, and 1-h model forecast precipitation fields for 9-10 June 2000. For the intercomparison study, forecast and observed precipitations have been accumulated at 3, 6 and 12 h over the entire event period.
In Fig. 3 rain gauge observations accumulated on 36 h, starting from 00:00 UTC of 9 June 2000, are presented. The dense rain gauge network consists of 126 stations, covering an area of about 17 000 km 2 . Nevertheless, in order to have an observed rainfall analysis less sensitive to the grid box spacing selected for the intercomparison, a two-pass Barnes objective analysis scheme has been applied (Barnes, 1964 (Barnes, , 1973 Koch et al., 1983) . This procedure assigns a gaussian weight to each observation as a function of the distance between rain gauge location and grid box center. The first pass produces a first guess gridded analysis, whereas the second pass increases the amount of detail from the previous one.
Further extension of the data set includes satellite rainfall estimates interpolated on a grid with an equal spacing of 0.2 degrees for both coordinates (cf. Fig. 4 ). These estimates have been provided by LaMMA laboratory, which has implemented an operational chain that produces real-time halfhourly instantaneous rainfall maps. The procedure, operating in an autonomous, operational mode, is based on a blended technique (Turk et al., 2000a,b) that dynamically correlates brightness temperatures as measured by geostationary sensors and instantaneous precipitation levels, as computed by MW passive radiometer data (Ferraro and Marks, 1995; Ferraro, 1997) , by means of a statistical correlation (Crosson et al., 1996) . The continuous streaming of geostationary and MW satellite data has been realized from ingesting ME-TEOSAT data from the local receiving system in one case, and downloading SSM/I data from an archive with near realtime data (i.e., SAA archive) in the other case.
The retrieved rainfall pattern (Fig. 4) does not show a good agreement with the rain gauge observations; in particular, slight or no precipitation is estimated over the Llobregat basin, where the sharp rainfall peak, which produced the heaviest damages, is observed (Fig. 3) . Actually, a weak rain band is present in Fig. 4 , but with a strong south-easterly shift.
An error in the satellite estimate field can arise from a calibration error or a time shift error in the retrieval algorithm; whereas a large-scale error in the rain gauge measurements is quite unlikely. For this reason, it has been decided to not Another possible observational data source is the weather radar, located near Barcelona, of the Catalan Meteorological Service. Suitable algorithms for quantitative rainfall estimation have been developed (Rigo and Llasat, 2004) , but their calibration needs further work and it is out of the scope of the present paper.
In Fig. 5 36-h precipitation forecasts predicted by the selected models over their own native grids are presented.
Since the models differ in the horizontal grid size, the intercomparison results may be sensitive to these differences. In fact, statistical intercomparison tends to be highly sensitive to forecast displacement error, especially when verifying on high-resolution grids or on a short accumulation time. Moreover, large errors are also expected when using a single rain gauge measure as a proxy of the average precipitation amount over an even very small area (Cherubini et al., 2002) . Having more rain gauges per grid point is the most effective way to deal with representation error, and this is done performing the statistical validation over a relatively coarse grid (Mass et al., 2002 ). Hence, model runs have been verified on a common 10-km grid by means of the remapping grid-to-grid transformation (Accadia et al., 2003; Baldwin, 2000) .
Although both procedures may change in a statistical way skill score results (Accadia et al., 2003) , remapping, used operationally by the NCEP-Environmental Modeling Center, is better than a simple bilinear interpolation (used, for example, by ECMWF). First of all, bilinear interpolation treats gridpoint precipitation values as defined at points, whilst remapping considers gridpoint values as grid-box values. Furthermore, bilinear interpolation may not be desirable for precipitation, because it results in smoothing of the precipitation field. In addition, at variance with remapping, bilinear interpolation does not conserve, to a desired degree of accuracy, the total precipitation forecast over the native grid. 
Statistical and deterministic methodologies
To give a quantitative assessment about model skill in predicting the event, a statistical verification by means of widely-used non-parametric skill scores has been performed (Wilks, 1995; Schaefer, 1990; Hanssen and Kuipers, 1965; Mason, 1989) . These scores are tallied up on 2×2 contingency tables (Table 2), which summarize in a categorical way possible combinations of forecast and observed events above or below a given precipitation threshold. Hence, for each selected threshold, four categories are defined: hits; false alarms; misses and correct non-rain forecasts (see a, b, c and d in Table 2 , respectively). The sum of these four category elements, which is constant for each threshold, gives the sample size, that is the total number of forecast/observation pairs over the verification period.
In order to have skill scores less sensitive to small change into contingency table population, they have been calculated on a sum of contingency tables (Hamill, 1999) . In this case, since only one event is considered (36 h), the number of tables depends on the accumulation time. For example, on a 12-h accumulation basis, categorical scores are tallied up on three contingency tables.
The BIA score, or bias score, (Wilks, 1995) is the ratio between the frequency of yes forecast and the frequency of yes observed. It is defined by:
A BIA equal to one means that the forecast is unbiased, that is forecasts and observations are above a selected threshold the same number of times. A BIA value greater than one indicates that the considered model overestimate the frequency of the events above a threshold (overforecasting); whereas a BIA value less than one indicates that the model underestimate the frequency of the events (underforecasting). The equitable threat score (ETS; Schaefer, 1990 ) is an accuracy measure for binary forecasts. It is a modified version of the well-known critical success index (CSI; Wilks, 1995) that takes into account, as correction, the random forecast. In fact, the ETS score is defined by:
where a r is the number of model hits expected from a random forecast:
An ETS score equal to one indicates a perfect forecast; whereas a value close to 0 or negative means that the model has a questionable forecasting ability. Another useful skill score is the Hanssen and Kuipers score (HK; Hanssen and Kuipers, 1965) :
Unlike the ETS score, this skill score gives a measures of the accuracy both for events and nonevents (McBride and Ebert, . Moreover, it is independent of the event and nonevent marginal distribution. The score ranges between −1 to 1. A value equal to 1 means a perfect forecast, whilst a random forecast has a HK score close to zero. The HK score is equal to −1 when the number of hits and correct non-rain forecasts are both zero. The false alarm ratio (FAR; Mason, 1989 ) is the ratio between the number of false alarms and the total number of yes rain forecasts. Thus, the FAR is tallied up as:
As the FAR score is negative oriented, a model forecast with a FAR value close to zero is preferred (i.e., b = 0). Instead a FAR score equal to 1 means that all rain forecasts are false alarms (i.e., a = 0). The thresholds set, depending on the accumulation time interval of forecasts and observations, includes high values, up to 80.0 mm/12 h, due to the high intensity of the observed space/time rainfall peak.
Once skill score verification results are available, it could be desirable to interpret them, going back to possible factors implied in score differences. Common techniques to deal with this nontrivial task are subjective analysis and sensitivity studies.
However, a more straightforward approach, based on pattern analysis of contingency table elements, is here presented. This approach might help to characterize the model error (e.g., with respect to orography, climatology etc.) and eventually to give hints about the error sources and the worth and shortcomings of the different model runs. Contingency table elements, used to compute the aforementioned skill scores, are utilized to identify for each simulation the geographical zones in Catalonia where hits, misses and false alarms are concentrated. In fact, table elements are plotted, as a function of grid points, over the verification domain showing the spatial distribution of hits, misses and false alarms.
Furthermore, to verify the spatial pattern matching of observed and forecast precipitations and to provide more insight on the forecast error sources (displacement, volume and pattern), the contiguous rain area analysis (CRA; Ebert and McBride, 2000) has been used. This object-oriented technique is simply based on a pattern matching of two contiguous areas, defined as the observed and forecast precipitation areas, respectively, delimited by a chosen isohyet (or CRA rain rate contour).
When dealing with precipitation or, more in general, when the question is about forecast ability in matching the field maxima, the most suitable criterion to measure the spatial error is the mean square error (MSE) minimization. Moreover, following this approach it is possible to decompose the error into three component sources: the displacement, the pattern and the volume errors.
The CRA analysis is performed shifting the gridded forecast precipitation field in latitude and longitude. However, to eliminate those matches that are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level, a minimum correlation value between forecast and observation fields need to be achieved. This value is calculated following the approach presented by Xie and Arkin (1995) as a function of the number of effective independent comparing grid points.
The CRA methodology gives also a quantitative support to the standard "eyeball" verification of model forecasts against rain gauge observations and satellite rainfall estimates.
For hydrological purposes, a quantitative deterministic verification obtained comparing observations and forecasts over Catalonia hydrological basins has been also performed. First of all, each verification grid point has been associated to the pertaining Catalonia basin (see Fig. 1 ). Then, precipitations from each model simulation and rain gauge analysis have been accumulated over each basin for the 36-h period. Emphasizing the major impact areas, this analysis is quite useful in a hydrological perspective, provided the different extension of the basins is kept in mind (larger basins are less sensitive to spatial error).
Results and discussion
For brevity, only BIA, ETS, HK and FAR values for the 12-h accumulation time are discussed below, since values for shorter accumulation times substantially provide the same information about the skill of the model runs.
The two LM versions, MM5 and QBOLAM display the same BIA trend (Fig. 6(a) ): they overestimate the frequency of very light and medium-high intensity (40 mm/12 h) rainfall, whilst they underestimate the occurrence of very strong rainfall. A similar trend, but closer to unity, is displayed by RAMS (Fig. 6(a) ). The BIA scores for the two BOLAMs and MOLOCH display overestimation at low thresholds and underestimation at medium ones; whereas strong maxima are not predicted in the verification area (Fig. 6(a) ). This statement is also true for the RAMS simulation. It looks like these model runs predicted diffuse precipitation in the verification area, instead of the sharp maxima shown by the observations. For this particular case, QBOLAM ETS scores (Fig. 6(b) ) are better than those of associated to the other considered simulations. This is somewhat unexpected, since it is a hydrostatic model with a relatively simple convection parameterization and 10-km horizontal grid size. Also the highresolution LM, MM5, and RAMS display a good skill, but not for all thresholds (RAMS only at the lowest thresholds; cf. Fig. 6(b) ). Finally, the other four model runs (the two BOLAMs, MOLOCH and the low-resolution LM) display a less performing behavior (Fig. 6(b) ), suggesting that these simulations did not match the observed high-intensity rainfall peak.
The HK results (Fig. 6(c) ) have the same trend showed by the corresponding ETS results. Note that, in general, the HK values are higher than the corresponding ETS values, since the HK formula takes into account also correct non-rain forecasts (cf. § 4). For each model, FAR shows a general descending trend for the two lowest thresholds (Fig. 6(d) ), indicating a small number of false alarms with respect of the yes forecasts. This trend is followed by an expected ascending trend (see previously results), which means an increasing of the number of false alarms (Fig. 6(d) ).
Moreover, to have an idea of the number of grid points where both observation and forecast are above the selected thresholds for the 12-h accumulation time, the percentage of hits, with respect to the sample size (282 pairs during the 36-h event), is presented in Table 3 .
Graphical verification by means of the contingency table elements provides insight on the score differences discussed above (see Fig. 7 for misses spatial distribution).
The most skillful simulations (QBOLAM, 2.8-km LM) provide hits over all the event area, evidencing the most intense flood zone. MM5, 7-km LM and MOLOCH catch the widespread rainfall, but fail in capturing the precipitation peak. Only few hits are forecast by the other model runs (not shown). All models display misses on the peak zone (Montserrat), since they underestimate the magnitude of the event (Fig. 7) . The two BOLAMs display few false alarms and diffused misses (more simply, their forecast is too dry). Comparing patterns of false alarms and misses, shift errors can be detected, especially in MOLOCH and in the two LMs' forecasts (not shown).
Quantitative verification can be also performed from a deterministic point of view directly comparing observed and forecast rainfall amounts.
In Fig. 8 observed and predicted rainfall, accumulated for all the event time (36 h), are compared by basin. These values outline a picture which partially differ from the one given by the skill score verification: for example, on the Llobregat basin RAMS prediction is quite good, whereas MM5 overestimates the most intense peak. Such different evaluations of the skill are due, among other things, to the high sensitivity of the non-parametric skill score approach to small localization errors (double penalty effect). These results emphasize the multi-dimensional nature of the verification task: its results are strongly dependent on the chosen forecast evaluation method, and eventually on the final forecast use. Keeping in mind the description given in § 2, some insight on the forecast quality, and the representation of the relevant physical processes, is given by the comparison among observed and predicted precipitation patterns, both on a 36-h accumulation base (cf. Figs. 3 and 5) , and over shorter accumulation time intervals (not shown).
Actually, the observed squall line is not present in the two BOLAMs (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)) and RAMS (Fig. 5(h) ) forecasts, whereas rain is predicted to the north (on the Pyrenees) and to the west of the flooded area; it is also underestimated in the BOLAMs' forecast. MOLOCH (Fig. 5(e) ), nested to BOLAM-ISAC, detects a strong rainfall peak, but with a sensible northward shift. The runs from the other four models tend to develop small scale structures similar to the observed squall line, which differ in shape and location. QBOLAM (Fig. 5(g) ) and MM5 (Fig. 5(f) ) forecast an elongated, compact band, located nearby the observed peak. The two LMs (Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)) show small, intense structures: the 7-km run reproduces the main peak, with a slight eastward shift, while the 2.8-km run well reproduces the southwestern and coastal secondary maxima.
A comparison over a 1-h accumulation period (not shown) evidences a strong match between the observed evolution of rainfall spatial distribution (a north-westerly elongated squall line moving eastwards) and the QBOLAM simulation; while the MM5 predicted precipitation starts north of the observed maximum location, then moving towards it. These results match, and in some sense explain, what has been seen in the discussion about the skill scores.
Such a qualitative discussion can be dealt in a more objective way by means of CRA analysis. For the 6-h period of maximum observed rainfall intensity (from 00:00 UTC to 06:00 UTC of 10 June 2000), results are shown in Table 4 .
On a 6-h basis, the error from two BOLAMs, MOLOCH, MM5, RAMS and especially from 7-km LM is mainly due to displacement component. For RAMS, MOLOCH, and the two BOLAMs the displacement to be applied to the forecast field to best fit the observed field is about 60-70 km (southwestwards).
This could be possibly due to a CRA matching of the observed peak with the much larger rainfall amount predicted nearby the Pyrenees and not with the weak precipitation predicted on the flood zone. This problem may arise when verification is performed over a small domain, especially when different rainfall forecast patterns are close in the area (Tartaglione et al., 2005) . However after the CRA matching, for each simulation, not only the MSE decreases, but correlation strongly increases.
QBOLAM displays the smallest MSE (also after the CRA matching), almost all due to both pattern and displacement errors, whilst volume errors are small. On the contrary, the 2.8-km LM displays the smallest error shift, and most of the error is due to the pattern error source.
The CRA analysis has been also performed on the entire event (not shown). In many cases the 36-h results strongly differ from the 6-h ones, this could indicate the presence of a shift error variable in time. It is expected that a shift constant in time is associated mainly to large-scale dynamics forecast error, whereas a variable shift is more likely associated with errors due to representation of mesoscale processes.
All the aforementioned results provide a description of different models' precipitation forecast. Further work would be needed in order to try to explain different model performances in terms of model properties and run design via the representation of key atmospheric phenomena. A correct identification of such factors requires at least extensive sensitivity tests over all the involved models, and this lies outside the scopes of this work. However, a preliminary inspection of the predicted fields can provide some insight. In the following some results are presented: first of all, the simulation from QBOLAM run (the one obtaining the highest scores, as in Fig. 6 ) is discussed in some detail; then a briefly subjective comparison with other two simulations (from BOLAM-SAR and MM5) is presented.
The 850-hPa QBOLAM forecast, few hours before the event (Fig. 5) , evidences the key physical factor which influence the rainfall distribution. Three air masses are converging on Catalonia: cold air is advected northerly from the Atlantic; moist, cyclonic air is present over the Iberian Peninsula; warm air from the Western Mediterranean Sea is advected southerly and forced eastwards by the Pyrenees. The different vertical structure of the last two air masses is evident in the cross section in Fig. 5 : deep convection is present over the land; a potentially unstable profile, with moisture concentrated in the lower layers, over the sea. The convergence of these two air masses results in a "wet pool" over Catalonia, bounded northerly by the Pyrenees and westerly by the incoming cold Atlantic air. The mesoscale dynamics inside such a "pool" is responsible of the space-time rainfall distribution during the event.
Moreover, as an example, the 850-hPa fields over Catalonia forecast at 00:00 UTC of 10 June 2000 from QBO-LAM, the 6-km MM5 and BOLAM-SAR are compared. In Fig. 10 the main elements which affect the precipitation process are clearly visible: the distribution of the incoming air masses, the humidity pattern, the wind convergence zones, and the geopotential field structure. Such structures display remarkable differences from model to model. This is not surprising, since a very different forecast skill among the three simulations was found (see, for example, Fig. 6 ).
However, the linkage between skill differences and pattern differences is far from evident. For example, QBOLAM patterns display more qualitative resemblance with ones from BOLAM-SAR (which has a lower skill) than with ones from MM5 (which has about the same skill); actually, much less moisture is present in the BOLAM-SAR run than in the other two.
It is possible that the different initialization between BOLAM-SAR and QBOLAM was responsible of such a different moisture content, but it should be noted that BOLAM-SAR produces an even less skilled forecast when initialized as QBOLAM (see § 3.1.2).
Furthermore, wind convergence patterns are sharper in MM5 and BOLAM-SAR runs than in QBOLAM. This could be due to differences in resolution or in the parameterization schemes; however, it is not clear how this can affect the forecast quality. The westerly cold air spreads more eastward in MM5 than in QBOLAM; this can be reasonably related with the aforementioned north-eastward shift of MM5 predicted precipitation maximum.
At any rate, it is a quite nontrivial task to trace such mesoscale details back to the differences in model formulation, experimental design and initialization. Hence, this issue will require further work to be addressed.
Conclusions
The "Montserrat-2000" event is characterized by an exceptional concentration of rainfall both in space and time: this makes a satisfying hydro-meteorological forecasting quite a challenging tasks for LAMs. The pros and cons of highresolution, non-hydrostatic dynamics, or advanced cumulus parameterization schemes are not straightforward.
The verification study, performed with different statistical and deterministic, objective and subjective techniques, displays a complex image of the different simulations' performance. Results evidence a better forecast quality of QBO-LAM, MM5, and LMs simulations, essentially due to the development of a squall line over southern-central Catalonia, which is not caught by the other models. Furthermore, the forecast skill is affected by errors in position, orientation, texture and timing of the rain band, which vary among simulations.
An assessment of the effect of different model run initializations should be preliminary to any interpretation of these results, especially considering that the highest skill scores are obtained by a run (QBOLAM) using a different initial analysis than the others. Anyway, at a first look, most of the models that show a better performance are nonhydrostatic, higher-resolution ones (LM, MM5). This indicates that high resolution is a valuable ingredient of forecast quality in this case, considering also that a large-scale shift error cannot be corrected only by enhancing the model resolution. However, this assessment is not fully unambiguous. In fact, the QBOLAM simulation shows the best performance despite its lower resolution, hydrostaticity and simple parameterization schemes. Since the main QBOLAM advantage is its large domain extension, this may suggest a significant role of the domain extension in shaping a correct forecast of this case study.
An essential factor in this sense could be the correct representation of meso-synoptic forcing patterns, which shape the circulation over Catalonia by the convergence of three air masses coming from western Mediterranean, Iberian Peninsula and Atlantic Ocean and the barrier effect of the Pyrenees. How these factors operate in the single simulations, and how this depends on model properties and configurations, run initialization, etc., will be the object of future studies.
